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Abstract

We cast M-brane interactions including intersecting membranes and five-branes in manifestly
gauge invariant form using an arrangement of higher dimensional Dirac surfaces. We show that
the noncommutative gauge symmetry present in the doubledM-theory formalism involving dual
3-form and 6-form gauge fields is preserved in a form quantised over the integers. The proper context
for discussing large noncommutative gauge transformations is relative cohomology, in which the
3-form transformation parameters become exact when restricted to the five-brane worldvolume. We
show how this structure yields the lattice ofM-theory charges and gives rise to the conjectured 7D
Hopf–Wess–Zumino term.
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1. Introduction

The classification of stable states in string andM-theory is important not only for estab-
lishing the spectrum of the theory, but also for understanding the physical equivalences of
apparently different configurations. In string theory, where we know how branes interact
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through virtual open strings, the dynamics is well in control, at least in the Ramond–Ramond
sector[1,2]. In M-theory, this understanding is still largely missing for want of concrete
control of the higher unstable modes, as well as of models for coinciding branes. Some
aspects of the full interacting theory have been discussed in terms of Matrix-theory, of
holography and of anomaly considerations. For instance, we know that the number of de-
grees of freedom in a system of coinciding five-branes grows cubically as a function of the
number of branes[3,4].

TheM-theory spectrum contains, among other objects, membranes and their magnetic
duals, five-branes. In addition to these, there are wave-like solutions and gravitational in-
stantons that bear similarities to particles and six-branes, while boundaries of the 11D space
can be interpreted as nine-branes[5,6]. Though these excitations also reduce to D-branes
in weakly coupled string theory, they are inherently gravitational in nature. The worldvol-
umes of such solitons also support solitons themselves: membranes may end on five-brane
worldvolumes, with the ends being described by worldvolume self-dual strings[7,8]. More-
over, the five-brane equations of motion can be used to obtain the complete Seiberg–Witten
effective action forN = 2 super-Yang–Mills theory[62]. There are many more examples.

The aim of this paper is to find ways to describe this multitude of branes and their
intersections simply in terms of geometry. It appears that five-branes play a special role
in this and that the geometrical description makes use of therelative cohomologyof the
space–time and five-brane worldvolume. The elements of this cohomology come very close
to being the physically significant equivalence classes of brane configurations. Related work
on D2-branes in WZW has appeared in[9]. Other attempts inM-theory have been discussed,
e.g. in Refs.[10,11].

A more refined tool for analysing the geometry of M-branes is provided by the gauge sym-
metry algebra that combines bulk global (large) gauge transformations in bound M2–M5-
brane systems with bulk diffeomorphisms. This system is subject to chiral anomalies on
the five-brane worldvolume, requiring an extensive anomaly cancelling mechanism. The
purely gauge subalgebra of this relates to a “doubled” formalism[12] of 11D supergravity
including both a 3-formC and a 6-formC̃ gauge field; the essential commutator here is
[δ3, δ

′
3] = δ6, whereδC = Λ3,δC̃ = Λ6+(1/2)Λ3∧C and forδ6 in the commutator one has

Λ6 = Λ′
3∧Λ3. The 3-form and 6-form parameters of these transformations must be closed

but need not be exact, permitting thus also “large” gauge transformations, depending on the
cohomology of the underlying space–time. In this paper, we shall refer to this algebra as the
“M-theory gauge algebra”. For earlier work on the doubled formalism, cf., e.g. Ref.[13].

We shall show how theM-theory gauge algebra survives in the global formulation of the
theory, including the large gauge transformations, provided that one refines the notion of
cohomological nontriviality to that of nontriviality in relative cohomology:Λ3 must reduce
to an exact form when restricted to five-brane worldvolumes.

There are several special features ofM-theory five-branes that we shall have to contend
with. The first observation is that, although the static five-brane solutions are nonsingular,
fluctuations around them become singular owing to concentration of waves at the hori-
zon. Accordingly, one needs to introduce ad = 6 worldvolume action for the five-brane
[14–17,63,64](cf. also[18]); this acts as a source for the external 11D gauge fields and grav-
ity [19]. The introduction of such a delta-function source will require careful regularisation
at the brane surface, however.
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Another distinctive feature is the way in which the cancellation of anomalies under chi-
ral transformations of worldvolume determinants takes place. Though the bulk theory is
known to containCR4-terms that give rise under diffeomorphisms to anomaly inflow onto
the five-brane worldvolume, this is not quite sufficient to cancel all of the chiral anomalies,
since an anomalous term proportional to the second Pontryagin class of the normal bundle
remains[14]. Cancelling this part of the anomaly seems to involve understanding the de-
tails of the geometry of theC-field [20]. This would require a detailed description of the
behaviour of theC-field solution under diffeomorphisms, which we do not include in this
paper.

The plan of the paper is as follows: we describe the dynamics of interacting M-branes
perturbatively inSection 2. InSection 3we formulate the model in such a way that invariance
under large gauge symmetries becomes manifest. The independence of this description from
the various choices of Dirac surfaces that we have to make is shown inSection 4. This
provides a new derivation for the known relationships between the brane tensions. Finally,
Section 5contains a short description of the gauge and diffeomorphism algebras. We have
tried to make the paper self-contained both physically and mathematically; many of the
mathematical tools that we use are explained inAppendix A.

2. Perturbative supergravity

The bosonic part of the 11D supergravity action[19] involves the metric and a 3-formC.
The form field part can be written as

Sform = 1

κ

∫
X

1

2η
G ∧ ∗G − 1

6
C ∧ G ∧ G, (1)

whereG ≡ dC is the field strength andX the 11D space–time. We will later consider
gravitational corrections to this action. The 3-form field can be naturally coupled to mem-
branes while its electromagnetic dual 6-formC̃, to be more properly defined later, couples
to five-branes. The five-brane supports ad = 6 chiralN = 2 tensor theory on its worldvol-
ume. This theory involves an antisymmetric rank-two tensorb, with (anti-)self-dual1 field
strengthh, and five real scalars. This means that we should couple the bulk action to sources
of the form

SCS =
∫
W6

α

2
h ∧ ∗h + βι∗C̃ + γh ∧ ι∗C + ρ

∫
W2

b + τ

∫
W3

C. (2)

We will fix the coefficients in units of the Newton constantκ presently, by requiring
gauge invariance. Gauge invariance will also impose geometrical constraints on the cur-
rents, cf.Appendix A.1, which appear here as volume forms for integration domains
(Fig. 1).

Apart from the fermions, we will not pay particular attention here to a number of
other worldvolume interactions. For instance the kinetic terms for bulk gravity and the

1 We are at liberty to consider either self-dual or anti-self-dual fieldsh just by choosing the sign ofα/γ accord-
ingly. We can therefore present the calculation without loss of generality for the self-dual choice of fields.
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Fig. 1. SomeM-theory solitons.

worldvolume scalars follow from

Skinetic = 1

κη3

∫
X

R ∗ 1 + T6

∫
W6

d6σi
√

|detGij | + T3

∫
W3

d3σµ
√|detGµν|, (3)

whereGij ,Gµν are suitable pull-backs[14–17] of the bulk metric andT3, T6 are brane
tensions. There are many more. Neither will we include explicit dependence on worldvolume
scalars, as these, as well as other twisting data such as the covariant derivative on the
five-brane normal bundle, are implicit in the inclusionsι at the classical level. Furthermore,
Wess–Zumino terms built out of these scalars and covariant derivatives would transform
under transverse diffeomorphisms only, and are therefore not directly related to the gauge
symmetries considered here; they play a role in anomaly cancellation, however.

What singles out the retained terms inSform+SCS, though, is the fact that these are the only
gauge noninvariant Chern–Simons type terms that we can write down, i.e. terms of the form
d−1ω, whereω is some closed form. This means that these are the only terms that will trans-
form nontrivially under gauge transformations, while all others remain inert by definition.

In addition to these worldvolume terms it turns out to be necessary to consider further
Wess–Zumino type contributions. These terms have no apparent raison d’être from the point
of view of the physical 11D spectrum, but will turn out to be crucial in defining a manifestly
gauge invariant action using Dirac surfaces:

SWZ = ζ

∫
W7

C ∧ G + ξ

2

∫
W8

G ∧ G. (4)

In particular, these terms will prove to be essential for obtaining the correct charge lattice.
Here, too, we leave the integration domains as well as the coefficients as yet undetermined,
which will allow us to retain the option of setting them to zero later if necessary. The total
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action is then the sum

S = Skinetic + Sform + SCS + SWZ ≡ Skinetic + Sgauge. (5)

We will restrict our attention to part of this relevant to gauge symmetry,Sgauge. The con-
straints on brane tensions will guarantee that the Wess–Zumino part is proportional to�, and
thus can be thought of as a quantum mechanical effect. It will turn out that the Wess–Zumino
terms do not live in 11 dimensions, in a sense that we will explain later, but rather in 12
dimensions.

We still need to explain how the fieldsb, h andC̃ are related.
The worldvolume field strengthh ≡ ι∗C − db produces a coupling of the bulk fieldC

and the five-brane worldvolume 2-form fieldb [14–17]. One way of seeing this is to write
the Bianchi identity of the worldvolume string flux, e.g. as in Ref.[21]. The pull-backι∗
in this definition is that of the inclusionι : W6 ↪→ X. Concretely, ifXµ = Xµ(σ) are the
local coordinates onX andσi those onW6 we have

h(σ)ijk = −3∂[ib(σ)jk] + ∂Xµ

∂σi

∂Xν

∂σj

∂Xκ

∂σk
C(X(σ))µνκ, (6)

where antisymmetrisation is performed “strength one”, i.e.A[iBjCk] = (1/6)(AiBjCk ±
5 more terms). In what follows, the distinction between fields that depend on the space–time
coordinatesXµ and those that depend only on the five-brane worldvolume coordinatesσi

such asC(X), resp.,b(σ) is crucial.
An efficient way to keep track of this distinction and its physical repercussions is to

formulate the theory in the relative cohomology of the five-brane. In relative cohomology,
the pair(C, b) is the potential of the “relative” field strength2

d(C, b) ≡ (G, h) = (dC, ι∗C − db). (7)

The Bianchi identities then reduce to d(G, h) = 0. They can be violated by sources

d(G, h) = (κT̃6δ(W6), T2↪→6δ(U2)), (8)

whereU2 is some string worldsheet embedded within the worldvolume of the five-brane
worldvolumeW6, andT̃6 andT2↪→6 are normalisation coefficients. Gauss’ law plus the BPS
condition for the static five-brane requires

T̃6 = T6, (9)

we will fix the value ofT2↪→6 later.
In order to be able to treat magnetically charged configurations, we should introduce dual

field strengths into the formalism. For the five-brane, the definition of an action is rather
subtle[14] because of the fact that the 3-form field strength needs to be self-dual. However,
as we are principally dealing with Chern–Simons terms we shall be able to side-step these
problems, and self-duality only means for us that we do not need to introduce another field
strength on the worldvolume. The self-duality equation

h = −α

γ
∗ h (10)

will be imposed only after all variations of the action have been calculated.

2 We denote definitions by “≡”. Bianchi identities and equations of motions are denoted by “=”.
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The magnetic dual of the 3-form fieldC is a 6-formC̃, and we shall associate to it the
7-form field strength

G̃ ≡ dC̃ + 1
2C ∧ G. (11)

The dual gauge fields̃C andC are related by the duality equation

G̃ = 1

η
∗ G. (12)

In fact, givenC, it is possible to view this equation as the definition ofC̃, up to a gauge
transformation.

We are now in a position to read off the gauge transformation rules. From(7) it is evident
that the gauge fieldsbandC can be shifted by a closed term in relative cohomology. The defi-
nition ofG̃, however, warrants a more general shift; in the notation ofAppendix A.4, we have

δ(C, b) = (Λ3, λ2), (13)

δC̃ = Λ6 + 1
2Λ3 ∧ C, (14)

where(Λ3, λ2) ∈ H3(X,W6; R) andΛ6 ∈ H6(X,R), so that the closure conditions boil
down to

d(Λ3, λ2) = (dΛ3, ι
∗Λ3 − dλ2) = 0, (15)

dΛ6 = 0. (16)

These 3-form gauge transformations can belarge outside the five-brane; they reduce to
small gauge transformation on the five-brane worldvolume. In this sense they respect the
five-brane structure. Notice that the gauge transformationsδb = Λ2 for closed 2-formsΛ2
are just special cases of the above, i.e.(Λ3, λ2) = (0,Λ2).

The equations of motion become, after the use of the dualityequations (10) and (12),
1

κ
d(dC) = T6δ(W6), (17)

1

κ

[
d(dC̃) − 1

2
C ∧ dG

]
= T3δ(W3) + 2γh ∧ δ(W6) − G ∧ δ(2ζW7 + ξ∂W8)

− κξT6δ(W6) ∧ δ(W8). (18)

For the meaning of expressions of the form “2ζW7 + ξ∂W8” that mix real numbers and
surfaces, see the end ofAppendix A.1. The exterior derivative is nilpotent when acting on
well-defined differential forms. However, the gauge fieldsC andC̃ fail to be well defined
exactly at brane worldvolumes, so that “d2” can produce the expected delta-function singu-
larities. In thinking of this it is useful to keep the Dirac monopole in mind: there, the field
strength is proportional to the volume form Vol(S2) = ∗dr−1 of the two-sphere surrounding
the monopole, which is harmonic outside the monopole. We shall continue to calculate3

with these gauge fields.

3 Other approaches to dealing with this phenomenon areeither explicitly to redefineC = −κT6δ(W7) + Ĉ,
whereδ(W7) is defined in(A.3), and calculate with the well-defined form̂C as in Ref.[22], or to cut out a tubular
neighbourhood around the brane worldvolume and otherwise to modify every appearance of theC-field to Ĉ− σ3

in the bulk as in Ref.[20], or to calculate with Chern kernels as in Ref.[23].
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By requiring that these equations of motion be invariant under gauge transformations,
one finds relations between the various coefficients (τ, γ andζ) and chargesT3 andT6. In
doing this, it also turns out that the seven-dimensional surfaceW7, for ζ �= 0, becomes the
Dirac surface of the magnetic five-brane source,∂W7 = W6.

The 2-form field equation and the Bianchi identity

−αd ∗ h − γι∗G = ρδ6(W2), (19)

−dh + ι∗G = T2↪→6δ6(U2) (20)

are actually not independent in a supersymmetric theory: since the 3-form field strength is
actually self-dual in these supersymmetric models,h = −(α/γ) ∗h, the twoequations (19)
and (20)are in fact the same. Taking exterior derivatives of(20) one finds (cf.Appendix
A.1) that the worldvolume strings acting as sources ofh are closed.

The next step is to guarantee that the action is invariant at least under small gauge
transformations. This can be easily done and leads to restrictions which, together with the
above results, can be summarised as

T3 = −τ = 2ρ, (21)

T6 = −3(γ + ζ) and β = 0, (22)

T2↪→6 = −ρ

γ
. (23)

The surfacesW2 = U2 = ∂W3 andW6 = ∂W7 are without boundary. We have assumed
from the start that there is no Hořava–Witten boundary, i.e.∂X = 0.

2.1. Tensions of brane intersections

Brane intersections are stable if they preserve some unbroken supersymmetry[7,8,24].
For this to happen, a general requirement is the presence of certain worldvolume fields
that can support solitons at the intersections. For instance, if ap-brane and aq-brane
intersect over a worldvolumek-brane, we need for stability to havek-brane solitons in
both thep- and theq-brane worldvolume theories. By considering the charges of these
worldvolume solitons as Thom classes of the normal bundles, one finds[25] the consistency
condition

Tk↪→qTq = Tk↪→pTp (24)

in an obvious notation. This is exactly the situation we have been talking about in the case
q = 3, p = 6, k = 2.

The only tension that we have not actually encountered yet is the tension of the worldvol-
ume string seen as a domain wall on the membrane,T2↪→3. UsingEqs. (21)–(23)together
with Eq. (38), which will be found later inSection 3, one finds that this tension does not
appear as an independent parameter, and one hasT2↪→3 = 1.
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3. Gauge invariant action

The goal in this section is to turn the actionS into a machine that, given a specific
field-configuration, produces a well-defined complex phase exp(iS) when it is evaluated on
any collection of branes{Wp}. We then say thatS is a differential character[26] that takes
its values inR/2πZ.4

What we need to do, more specifically, is to find a way to show that any gauge trans-
formation just amounts to shiftingS by multiples of 2π. One way of doing this is to write
the action in terms of quantities that are explicitly independent of the choice of gauge,
i.e. field strengths. This is, of course, a standard procedure for constructing Chern–Simons
functionals, cf.Appendix A.2.

3.1. The 12D action

Since the 11D space–timeX is taken to be closed, it is a boundary of some 12D space–time
Y . It can even be assumed that both are equipped with compatible spin structures[27]. Let
us denote (with some abuse of notation) the inclusion of this boundary also byι : X ↪→ Y .
In attempting to write the action in terms of 12D quantities, we have to lift the delta-function
δ(W6) ontoY . It is actually also true that the cohomology classesH4(X,Z) extend to classes
in H4(Y,Z) [27]; here we just need to know that there exists a surfaceV7 ⊂ Y such that the
delta-function on it pulls back to the five-brane delta-function:

ι∗δY (V7) = δX(W6). (25)

This means that∂V7 ∩X = ∂W7 = W6, as sketched inFigs. 2 and 3. AsV7 has a boundary,
the delta-functionδY (V7) is not a closed differential form; since it fails to be so only by a
piece that pulls back to zero in 11 dimensions—cf.Appendix A.1andEq. (A.4)therein—
the exterior derivative kills consistently both sides ofEq. (25). GluingV7 together withW7
along their common boundaryW6, we get a closedd = 7 surface inY , namelyW7 ∪ −V7
as sketched inFig. 3. The minus sign denotes a reversal of orientation. Indeed, if we now
calculate the boundary, we get∂(W7 ∪ −V7) = W6 − W6 = 0. It is convenient to think
of unions as the addition of sets. In fact, in the present context it makes sense to add and
subtract sets with arbitrary real coefficients, cf.Appendix A.1. We can therefore rewrite
W7∪−V7 asW7−V7, and we give the closedd = 7 surface thus constructed the name∂V8.

A similar treatment is necessary forδ6(U2), which is a delta-function on the five-brane
worldvolumeW6. Denoting the inclusions again, abusively, byι : W6 ↪→ W7, we introduce
a three-dimensional surfaceU3 ⊂ W7 such that

ι∗δ7(U3) = δ6(U2). (26)

Similarly to the above, its boundary isU2 = W2 and we can glue it together withW3 and
call the thus constructed closed three-cycleU3 − W3 = ∂U4.

We shall assume that the four-surfaceU4 and the eight-surfaceV8 actually exist. This
means that

∂(V8,W7) = (V7,W6), (27)

4 Note added in proof: For a related discussion see[65]; an alternative approach is developed in[66].
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Fig. 2.W7 andV7 have the five-brane worldvolumeW6 as a common boundary. The difference between them is
thatW7 lies entirely in the 11D bulkX, whereasV7 meetsX transversely fromY . The two components ofW6

serve here to emphasise that the five-brane worldvolume has to be a boundary; of course in practiceW6 can be
connected.

∂(U4, U3) = (W3,W2), (28)

correspond to trivial classes inH7(Y,W7), resp.,H3(Y,W7). However, this does not imply
that the classes

[(V7,W6)] ∈ H7(Y,W6), (29)

[(W3,W2)] ∈ H3(X,W6) (30)

are trivial, because cycles modulo boundaries inW6 is a larger space than that of cycles
modulo boundaries inW7.

Fig. 3. SinceW7 andV7 have the same boundary, they can be glued together to form a closed surface,∂V8 = W7−V7.
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Fig. 4. Brane worldvolumesW6 wrapped around noncontractible cyclesΣ need to come in pairs, so that a
connecting homotopyW7 exists. In a noncompact space one of these can be taken to be at infinity, which produces
the standard Dirac surface picture.

Note also that this does not necessarily mean that spaces in which the above mentioned
H7(Y,W7) andH3(Y,W7) homology groups are nontrivial are inconsistent backgrounds for
wrapping branes.5 Rather than a restriction on cohomology of the background, this is a
restriction on the configuration.

In this discussion, as we have already sketched inFig. 2, the notationW6 does not
necessarily refer to an isolated brane, but rather can refer to a collection of them. The
assumption of topological triviality made here is merely a statement of how these branes
relate to each other. With this assumption, one cannot consistently describe an isolated
five-brane in a compact space; there has to be at least one more brane present, such that
there exists a homotopy between the two. This makes the homology class trivial, although
the branes that we use to represent it are still physically nontrivial. Moving a five-brane
worldvolume along this homotopy would then sweep out the worldvolume of the pertinent
Dirac surface,W7. In a noncompact space the extra brane worldvolume can be taken to
infinity; this is indeed Dirac’s classical construction, sketched inFig. 4. In other words, the
brane charge has to have somewhere to flow.

The only genuine restrictions on the model that we make are the assumptions thatW6
andX have no boundaries. Note that this assumption does not imply thatW6 orX has to be
compact; open spaces without boundary, e.g.R

11, are also acceptable. Even these restric-
tions could perhaps be relaxed by considering manifolds with edges, such as in extended
topological quantum field theory.

We are now ready to write down the action6 in Dirac surface form

Sgauge =
∫
X

1

2κ
G ∧ ∗G + T3G ∧ I7(R) −

∫
Y

1

6κ
G ∧ G ∧ G

− 1

2
T6

∫
(V8,W7)

(G ∧ G − 2κT3I8, h ∧ ι∗G)

+ T6

4

∫
W6

h ∧ ∗h + T3

∫
U4

G − T3

2

∫
U3

h. (31)

5 Note that in Ref.[9] this could not be avoided, however, as nontrivial homology does obstruct the single-brane
configuration studied in Ref.[9] on a compact space, specifically a Lie group.

6 Note that this assumes that the worldvolume fieldh can be extended fromW6 ontoW7. There may be obstruc-
tions to doing this. Note also that we have set 1/η = −α/γ = +1. These factors can be easily reinstated in front
of the kinetic terms.
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Here we have made use of the facts that∂(U4, U3) = (W3,W2) and that

−
∫
(W3,W2)

(C, b) = +
∫
(U4,U3)

(G, h). (32)

As U3 ⊂ W7 we may think ofU3 as a surface traversing throughW7, in contrast toW3,
which does not need to lie withinW7. One could perhaps think ofW3 as an electric andU3
as a magnetic Dirac surface from the point of view of the self-dual theory on the five-brane.

We have also introduced in(31)the gravitational correctionsI8, I7 of Appendix A.5. The
purely gravitational integral ofI8, defined later in(A.28), is added here for convenience,
although the evidence7 in its favour will surface later after calculating the contributions
from integrals overV8 in (51). The gravitational corrections lead to modifications in the
definition ofG̃ as well:

G̃ ≡ dC̃ + 1
2C ∧ G − κT3I7. (33)

The action(31) is essentially the same as the one proposed in Eq. (7.25) of Ref.[22]. The
Dirac surfaces appear there through explicit delta-functionsθ4 andθ7. The only differences8

with respect to[22] are in the identification of the physical membrane tension, and in the
purely gravitational term

∫
V8
I8, as opposed to the term

∫
V7
I7 given in Ref.[22]. As the

membrane tension in the equations of motion derived from the two actions is nevertheless
the same, a factor of two difference in the integral over the membrane worldvolume reduces
purely to a self-duality related convention.

Two surprising features of the action(31)are that there is no explicit̃C dependence and
that the coupling toC andb fields is not through the relative pair(C, b). The former fact is
a reflection of thelocality of the action and the latter is a reflection of the nested structure
of the geometry together with consequences of the self-duality ofh.

We still need to show that this form of the action is independent of the choice of the Dirac
surfaces. We will do so inSection 4.3.

Let us define the violated Bianchi identities in the bulk as

D(G, h) ≡ (dG, ι∗G − dh) = (d(dC),d(db)), (34)

DG̃ ≡ dG̃ − 1
2G ∧ G + κT3I8 = d(dC̃) − 1

2C ∧ dG. (35)

The bulk equations of motion/Bianchi identities then take the form

1

κ
DG = T6δ(W6), (36)

1

κ
DG̃ = T3δ(U3 − ∂U4) + T6h ∧ δ(W6) + T6G ∧ δ(V7 + ∂V8 − W7). (37)

7 This is the same correction, in effect, as in[22]. It yields the Bianchi identity for̃G so that independence of
the action from the choice ofV8 becomes manifest. It also forces one to fix the homology class ofV8 such that
∂V8 = W7 − V7. See also the comparison to previous work immediately below.

8 The comparison makes use of the assumption that these delta-functions restrict onto the worldvolumesW7 and
U4, respectively. Then the calculation reduces to writingG = Gde Alwis+κT6θ4 and expanding. As[22] disregards
products of delta-functions we are at liberty to do so here as well.
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The last term in(37)actually drops out upon use of the surface relationV7+∂V8−W7 = 0,
which we shall obtain shortly.

From the above discussion, we see that the proper global formulation of the theory as
given in(31) guarantees the absence of awkward terms such as the last two terms in(18).
The magnetic sources are then five-brane worldvolumesW6, as expected, and the electric
sources are the membrane worldvolumesW3. Furthermore, membrane number can turn into
worldvolume string flux through the couplingh ∧ δ(W6) with the correct multiplicity.

In writing down the action(31) we have actually used some facts that strictly speaking
follow only from inspecting the equations of motion(36) and (37). In particular, we have
used the fact that

T6 = −2γ. (38)

This result, which was anticipated in the considerations ofSection 2.1, follows from taking
the exterior derivative of(37)and comparing the terms proportional toδ(W6) with (19). The
cancellation of the rest of the terms when taking the exterior derivative of(37) requires9

that the combination of surfacesV7 + ∂V8 −W7 appearing in the first delta-function in(37)
vanish identically. This then fixes the choice of the eight-dimensional Wess–Zumino term
to beξW8 = −(T6/3)V8. Conversely, the presence ofW7 andW8 in Eq. (4)requiresthat
there exist some surfaceV8 so that the boundary relation(27)holds.

3.2. The Hopf–Wess–Zumino term

Notice that in formulating the theory in this way, 12D data has to be included in the model
from the very beginning. In the topologically trivial case, the original Wess–Zumino term
therefore becomes

SWZ = ζ

∫
W7

C ∧ G + ξ

2

∫
W8

G ∧ G = T6

6

∫
W7−∂V8

C ∧ G = T6

6

∫
V7

C ∧ G. (39)

Though the equalities here do not strictly hold in the topologically nontrivial case, the
difference is of no consequence in the analysis performed above. Therefore, we caneither
start from the action that involvesW7 andW8, and discover the topological constraint
(27) when investigating the invariance properties of the full interacting theoryor from the
Wess–Zumino term(39) and the definition(25). This means that the Wess–Zumino term
should be really seen as inherently 12D data.

This term is also quite closely related to the Hopf–Wess–Zumino term that was proposed
in [29] to ensure correct anomaly cancellation in holography in the case of a stack of
five-branes. As discussed in more detail inAppendix A.2, the field strength behaves near
the five-brane worldvolume asG = κT6Ω4 + Ĝ, so that when the smooth part vanishes,

9 There is a possible pitfall here that one needs to avoid. Another, although erroneous, way of thinking would
be to consider that the five-brane tensionT6 = −3(γ + ζ) as derived from the original action(1)–(4)might differ
from the tensionT ′

6 = −2γ arising from(31). This would be tantamount to claiming that two actions for one and
the same theory could somehow be associated to different phases. This would also lead to additional difficulties in
finding the correct Dirac quantisation conditions[28]. In particular, this would require one to postulate fractional
charges and substructure, thus conjuring up a picture of hadronic and quark-like branes, as raised as a possibility
in Ref. [28].
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Ĝ = 0, the Wess–Zumino term becomes, usingEqs. (43) and (49)to be found in the next
section

SWZ = κT 3
6

6

∫
V7

Ω3 ∧ Ω4 = 2π

6

∫
V7

Ω3 ∧ Ω4. (40)

For V7 = S7 this is precisely the Hopf-invariant of a class inπ7(S
4) suggested in[29]

for the anomaly deficitc(G) − c(H) = 1. Though this involves extrapolating the gauge
group to a single-brane configuration, the above should serve as a microscopic supergravity
derivation of the interaction term conjectured in[29] on grounds of duality principles.

4. Consistency conditions, gauge and charge lattices

In this section we will check that the Dirac surface form of the action is well-defined
modulo 2π, and will derive quantisation conditions for fluxes, tensions, and large gauge
transformations.

4.1. Dirac quantisation

We first show that the fluxesG, (G, h) andG̃ are quantised in a certain sense, even if not
all of them are closed classes in cohomology. This will be sufficient to show that the large
gauge transformations take their values in a certain integer lattice.

The first check on the partition function is to see what happens when one transports a
membrane worldvolume adiabatically around a five-brane source worldvolume as sketched
in Fig. 5. Let us suppose first that the membrane and the five-brane are well separated and
that the former does not end on the latter. This leads to the standard Wu–Yang derivation

Fig. 5. The membrane worldvolumeW3 can be transported around a five-brane worldvolumeW6 along a closed
pathΣ4. This path can be filled in to form a discD5 which the five-brane worldvolumeW6 intersects once
transversely.
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[30] of the Dirac quantisation condition[31]. The phase of the membrane coupling, when
transported along a curveΣ4, is

T3

∫
Wfin

3

C − T3

∫
W ini

3

C = T3

∫
Σ4

G
!=2π. (41)

This tells us that the integrals of(T3/2π)G are integers10 when calculated over surfaces
that neither have a boundary nor intersect the five-brane source worldvolume itself[

T3

2π
G

]
∈ H4(Y,Z). (42)

If we viewΣ4 = ∂D5 as a boundary of a five-disc and also use the equation of motion(17),
we obtain the standard Dirac quantisation condition

κT3T6 = 2π. (43)

It is also possible to use this same argument even in cases where the membrane ends on
the five-brane; this yields a quantisation condition for the tensionT2↪→6 of the self-dual
strings in the five-brane worldvolume. The argument is more subtle, however, because of
the self-duality. It is useful to think of any string sourceW2 ⊂ W6 as a sum of an electric
and a magnetic source, which are interchanged by self-duality.11 They are at the boundary
of a bulk membrane worldvolumeW3, which we consequently have to move in an adiabatic
fashion along with the attached worldvolume strings as well, cf.Fig. 6. The part of the
action(2) that is affected by the adiabatic argument is then

−T3

∫
(W3,W2)

(C, 1
2b). (44)

Since membranes are not self-dual, the adiabatic argument yields the change of phase

T3

∫
(W3,W2)fin

(C, b) − T3

∫
(W3,W2)ini

(C, b) = T3

∫
(Σ4,Σ3)

(G, h)
!=2π. (45)

Note that the factor of 1/2 has now vanished as anticipated above. Here(Σ4,Σ3) describes
the path along which we transport the combined membrane—string system, cf.Fig. 7.

On the level of cohomology, the above considerations mean that the classT3/2π(G, h)

is integral[
T3

2π
(G, h)

]
∈ H4(Y,W6; Z). (46)

10 It is simplest to think here of compact closed surfaces, which arise naturally if we apply the Wu–Yang argument
to branes that are localised in time. We could equally well, however, have an infinite time direction on the membrane
worldvolume, so that the surfaces then would be closed but noncompact.
11 As usual with issues relating to the quantisation of self-dual fluxes (cf. Refs.[14,32]), the matter calls for

caution. In the calculation of a five-brane partition function we actually sum over only a specific choice of
polarisations of the dyonic flux lattice, say over the electric fluxes. What we are saying here is that summing over
all of the fluxes and dividing by two in the current couplings gives the correct result presented here.
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Fig. 6. Since the worldvolume stringsW2 are the membranes’ endpoints, moving one means moving the other.

We can further fill in the cylinder shown inFig. 7 so that(Σ4,Σ3) = ∂(D5,D4), and we
can use the equation of motion(19). Now it is important to notice that the integral∫

D5

δX(W6) = 0 (47)

Fig. 7.Σ3 is the path that the string worldvolumeW2 ⊂ W6 adiabatically traverses, andΣ4 is that traversed by
the membrane worldvolume.Σ4 is therefore the surface of a (hollow) cylinder that ends onΣ3 in W6. If we fill in
the latter to make a 4-discD4 and add this toΣ4 we get a capped cylinder, which can then be filled in to yield a
solid cylinderD5.
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vanishes because the five-volumeD5 meets the five-brane worldvolumeW6 only along
a dimension-four surfaceD4. Indeed, the currentδX(W6) involves differentials along the
five transverse directions of the five-brane worldvolume, whereas the integration domain
D5 only includes one of these directions. We get therefore a quantisation condition that
involves only terms relating to the worldvolume string and the membrane

T2↪→6T3 = 2π. (48)

Now recall thatT2↪→6 = T3/T6 was related to the bulk tensions so that finally we have

(T3)
2 = 2πT6. (49)

We will rederive this in different ways later on. The above argument also serves to elucidate
the relationship between relative homology and Dirac surfaces. There are two observations
to be made at this point:

(1) The results(43) and (49)follow also by requiring that the action(31)remain well-defined
modulo 2π when we distortU4 orU3 by a surface without a boundary. Here, in order to
understand the factor of 1/2 in front of the last term in(31), one must remember that the
integral involves only half of the naı̈vely apparent fluxes by virtue of the self-duality of
h.

(2) The result(48) also follows from the quantisation of dyonic charges as discussed in
[33]. There, it was noted that, inD = 4k + 2 dimensions and for Lorentzian signature,
the generalised Dirac–Schwinger–Zwanziger quantisation condition[34,35]involves a
relative plus-sign, i.e.e1g2 + e2g1 = 2πκ. In the case of a self-dual flux we thus have
an extra factor of 2, and soe1e2 = πκ.

Let us finally turn to the membrane flux̃G. Collecting all theV8 dependent terms in the
action we get∫

V8

· · · = −T6

∫
V8

dG̃ + T6

∫
V8

DG̃ (50)

= −T6

∫
∂V8

G̃ + κT6T3

∫
V8

δY (U4) + κ(T6)
2
∫
V8

h ∧ δY (V7). (51)

The last term is at least naı̈vely trivial, because integrals overδY (V7) could possibly con-
tribute only when taken over domains that include the five normal directions ofV7, whereas
V8 only includes one of them. This term may play a role if we consider more complicated
self-intersections ofV7 andV8, but even then, assuming that dh = 0 and∂(V8 ∩ V7) =
0 and using the above-found relations for the tensions, we see that this term as well as
the penultimate term contribute only integer multiples of 2π. TheV8 dependence of the
“ mod 2π”-action comes therefore entirely from the membrane flux through the surface
∂V8 = W7 − V7.

It does not make sense to require that the membrane fluxG̃ be a class in integral cohomol-
ogy, since it is not even closed whenG∧G or I8 are nontrivial. However, we have already
seen above that even fluxes that are not generically closed, such ash, may nevertheless
be associated to a quantisation condition in the full interacting theory, such asEq. (46).
Furthermore, we must be able to show that the action(31) is independent of the choice of
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the Dirac surfaceV8. This is actually possible, and the proof proceeds in two steps which
we relegate to subsequent sections. It turns out that the dC̃ and the(1/2)G ∧ G − κT3I7
parts can be discussed independently: the treatment of the former gives rise to quantisation
of the 6-form gauge transformations, as we will see at the end ofSection 4.2; the latter
will require a full analysis of deformations of the Dirac surfaces, which we will make in
Section 4.3.

4.2. The lattice of large gauge transformations

The fact that the integral ofT3G over any four-sphere is an integer multiple of 2π means
that the allowed large gauge transformations relating the values of the gauge field on different
hemispheres must also lie in integral cohomology,[

T3

2π
Λ3

]
∈ H3(Y,Z). (52)

In more detail, we may divide an integral ofG overS4 into integrals over 4-discsD,D′,
where the field strength can be trivialised to dC,dC′. The gauge fields onD andD′, with
∂D = ∂D′ = S3, differ by a gauge transformation,C′ = C + Λ, so that∫

S4
G =

∫
D′

dC′ +
∫
D

dC =
∫
S3

C′ − C =
∫
S3

Λ. (53)

Similarly, the flux quantisation condition(46) implies[
T3

2π
(Λ3, λ2)

]
∈ H3(Y,W6; Z). (54)

In Eqs. (52) and (54)we have used the fact that the 4-form classes [T3G/2π] extend as
integral classes fromX to Y , as was mentioned in the beginning ofSection 4. The large
gauge transformations(54)take values in the relative cohomology of the pair(Y,W6) rather
than in that of the pair(Y,W7) because the flux quantisation condition(46)did not involve
the Dirac surfaceW7 in any way.

A perhaps more direct way to see this is to notice that the worldvolume couplings∫
(W3,W2)

(C, b) (55)

remain invariant modulo 2π only if the above quantisation conditions apply. The action(31)
actually involves a slightly different combination of these terms, as pointed out inEq. (44),
but as the discussion there implied, the coupling that takes self-duality properly into account
is indeed of the form(55).

Even if there is no direct coupling tõC we will still need to restrict the large 6-form
gauge transformations to the lattice[

T6

2π
Λ6

]
∈ H6(Y,Z), (56)

as was promised in the discussion belowEq. (51). To see this, consider deforming the
surface∂V8 by inserting a handle without boundaries, such as sketched inFig. 8. It may
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Fig. 8. Deforming∂V8, and thereforeW7 (orV7) by adding a handleΣ7, after cutting out an original discD7. The
gauge fieldC̃ undergoes a large gauge transformation somewhere in the neck, for instance around the sphereS6.
The handle may also contain noncontractible three-spheres that have an influence on theM-theory gauge algebra.

well then happen that the gauge fieldC̃ has to undergo a large gauge transformationΛ6
somewhere around the neck of the deformation, say at the sphereS6. More concretely, let
us cut out from the original surface∂V8 some small 7-discD7 with boundaryS6. We may
then deform the cut surface by pulling theS6 boundary some small distance away form
its original location on the surface∂V8 as sketched inFig. 8. We may next glue along the
boundaryS6 a handleΣ7. If it happens that the 6-form gauge field on the original surface
C̃0 and on the handlẽC1 differ by a large gauge transformatioñC0 − C̃1 = Λ6 then the
term

−T6

∫
∂V8

dC̃ (57)

in theV8-part of the action(51) is subject to a shift by the amount

−T6

∫
∂V8−D7

dC̃0 − T6

∫
Σ7

dC̃1 = T6

∫
∂D7

C̃0 − T6

∫
∂Σ7

C̃1 = T6

∫
S6

Λ6. (58)

Requiring the theory to be insensitive to this deformation gives rise to the integrality con-
dition (56)above.

Notice that it is important that the cut surface boundary modelled here byS6 may be
anywhere in space. In fact, had we restricted ourselves to comparing the values of the 6-form
gauge fields only on the original Dirac surfacesW7 andV7, the comparison would have to
be made at the joint boundary ofW7 andV7, i.e. on the original five-brane worldvolume
W6. This would then complicate the discussion that we shall give of the gauge algebra in
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Section 5. Indeed, were the gauge transformations in this discussion always localised on
W6, then byι∗Λ3 = dλ2, the wedge product of two 3-form transformations would give rise
to a 6-form transformationΛ6 = Λ′

3∧Λ3 that is a trivial class when pulled back toW6, and
consequently we would not obtain any constraint on the 6-form gauge transformation lattice.

In conclusion, even though the 7-form flux does not itself need to be closed or inte-
gral, the transition functions of the 6-form gauge field, and consequently the 6-form gauge
transformations, need to be integral(56)in order to guarantee that the action is well defined.

4.3. Dependence on Dirac surfaces

Guaranteeing independence of the theory from the choice of the surfacesY andV8 under
shifts by closed surfaces boils down to requiring that[

1

3!(2π)κ
G3

]
and

[
T6

2!(2π)
G2

]
(59)

are integral. The first of these two integrality conditions was found, in essentially the same
way, in Ref.[36]; see also the appendix in Ref.[37]. Using(42) this means

(2π)2

κ
= (T3)

3 and 2πT6 = (T3)
2, (60)

which is equivalent to requiring that(43) and (49)hold. The treatment of these formulas in
the face of gravitational corrections would require a discussion of anomalies.

These quantisation rules are necessary, but not quite sufficient to guarantee the indepen-
dence of the theory from the choices of Dirac surfaces that we have made, because they
only guarantee the independence from the choice of the surfacesY andV8. Showing inde-
pendence also from the choices ofV7 andW7, is further complicated because the Bianchi
identity for h given in (20) is obviously not of the kind that we see in standard de Rham
cohomology. This issue can be settled by checking what happens to the action when we
shift all of the Dirac surfaces arbitrarily outside the sources(19), (20), (36) and (37). This is
essentially an exercise in 12D Euclidean geometry, but we give here an outline in algebraic
form.

Quite generally, if we deformW smoothly toW ′, we sweep out thereby a surface whose
boundary is exactlyW ′ − W (cf. Fig. 9). As some surfaces lie by definition within the
worldvolumes of others, such asU3 ⊂ W7, moving the latter moves automatically the
former as follows:

Y ′ = Y + ∂Z ⇒ V ′
7 = V7 + ∂Z8, (61)

W ′
7 = W7 + ∂D8 ⇒ U ′

3 = U3 + ∂D4. (62)

Apart from these standard Dirac surfaces, in the context of relative cohomology we have
also to deal with “Dirac surfaces for Dirac surfaces” such asU4 andV8. These are volumes
whose boundaries consist partially of physical branes and partially of Dirac surfaces. As we
do not know a priori what is physical and what is not, we will have to vary these volumes
arbitrarily

V ′
8 = V8 + T8, (63)
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Fig. 9. SinceU3 was defined as a subset ofW7 whose boundary is the string worldsheetW2, varyingW7 means
varyingU3 while keeping the boundary fixed. Under smooth variationsU3 sweeps out a volumeD4.

U ′
4 = U4 + T4. (64)

The total shift in the action under(61)–(64)is

T6

2

∫
D8−T8−Z8

G ∧ G + 2π
∫
T8

I8 + T3

∫
T4−D4

G + T3

2

∫
(D4,∂D4)

(G, h). (65)

The last term in(65) is trivial, because it is a pairing of a relative cohomology class with a
trivial homology class; this is why the factor of 1/2 here does not cause any further change in
the result. Näıvely, it would seem to be necessary to require the other integration domains to
be empty. However, since it is sufficient to require these terms to integrate to multiples of 2π,
we need these domains only to be without boundary, by virtue of the integrality rule(42):

∂(−D8 + T8 + Z8) = 0, (66)

∂T8 = 0, (67)

∂T4 − ∂D4 = 0. (68)

Consequently, the integrality conditions(42) guarantee that the ambiguity in the choice
of Dirac surfaces indeed boils down to shifts in the action by integer multiples of 2π, as
required. Note that for this we need, in addition to the integrality ofG in (42), to require
also that

[I8] ∈ H8(Y,Z). (69)

This condition is already familiar, however, from the membrane tadpole cancellation argu-
ments of[38,39].

We can look at the above relationships between shifts in essentially two ways. The first
is by checking that the relationships(27) and (28)found between Dirac surfaces guarantee
that the constraints(66)–(68)are satisfied. This would mean that the Dirac surface form of
the action(31) is a good representation of the original form(1)–(4)of the action. This is
indeed the case.
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Proof. The fact thatT8 cannot have a boundary is guaranteed by the fact thatW7 andV7
fix the cobordism class ofV8 once and for all. The requirement∂(−D8 + T8 + Z8) = 0
follows from requiring that−W7 +V7 − ∂V8 be preserved under deformations. And∂T4 =
∂D4 follows from the construction∂U4 = U3 − W3, which actually guarantees even that
T4 = D4. �

The second way of looking at this is to note that one can show that the relations(27) and
(28)arise from(65), so that(31)carries enough information to tell us which combinations
of the many surfaces(U3, U4,W7, V8, X, Y) are actually physical, and which ones are mere
artefacts of the description, i.e. Dirac surfaces.

Proof. The two last terms of(65)betray that the shift

δ(U4, U3) = (D4, ∂D4)

is closed under∂. This tells us that any equation∂(U4, U3) = (W3,W2) for a fixedrepre-
sentative of a homology class

[(W3,W2)] ∈ H3(Y,W7; Z) (70)

is invariant under these shifts. As∂T8 = 0 we see that we are allowed to modifyV8 by
deformations that do not change the boundary. This fixesV8 to be any representative of a
given cobordism class inY , i.e. ∂V8 = something fixed. On the other hand, the equation
∂(−D8 + T8 + Z8) = 0 states that the equationW7 − V7 + ∂V8 = anything fixed remains
invariant under all deformations. This means that the cobordism class ofV8 is actually given
by W7 − V7, and thatW7 andV7 have a common boundary. If we call this boundaryW6,
we find∂(V8,W7) = (V7,W6). �

This leads us back to(28) and (27).

5. The symmetry algebras

The quadratic tension rule(T3)
2 = 2πT6 can be derived also from theM-theory gauge

algebra. To see exactly how, let us look again at the gauge algebra mentioned inSection 1
and inEqs. (13)–(16), extended now into the 12D spaceY

δG(C, b) = (Λ3, λ2), (71)

δGC̃ = Λ6 + 1
2Λ3 ∧ C. (72)

The gauge transformations satisfied dΛ3 = dΛ6 = 0 andι∗Λ3 = dλ2. We have already
learned inEqs. (52) and (54)that the large gauge transformations live on a lattice[

T3

2π
(Λ3, λ2)

]
∈ H3(Y,W6; Z), (73)

[
T6

2π
Λ6

]
∈ H6(Y,Z). (74)
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We distinguish here between a cohomology class, e.g. [Λ6], and its representativeΛ6.
These gauge transformations satisfy anoncommutative algebra, where the only nontrivial
bracket is

[δ′
3, δ3] = δ6 (75)

with structure constants such thatΛ6 = Λ′
3 ∧ Λ3. This leads us to the derivation of the

tension rule(49)as presented in[40]: namely that sinceΛ′
3 ∧Λ3 has to belong to the same

lattice asΛ6, we get

T3

2π
χ ∧ T3

2π
χ′ != T6

2π
ψ (76)

for some representatives of the integral elements [χ], [χ′] ∈ H3(Y,Z), [ψ] ∈ H6(Y,Z).
This holds if and only if

T 2
3 = 2πT6. (77)

For illustration, seeFig. 8:χ andχ′ could be the volume forms of two independent 3-spheres
or 3-tori in the handleΣ7, one of which,S3, is indicated in the picture. It is quite remarkable
that the quantisation condition(49)arises in this way. Our treatment of this derivation adds
to that presented in[40] a consistent treatment of global gauge transformations that was not
addressed there.

Though we have not investigated the intricacies of diffeomorphisms and anomaly can-
cellation in this paper, it is of interest to see how the gauge symmetry algebra fits together
with the diffeomorphism algebra. Using notation fromAppendix A.3the diffeomorphism
transformations act on the various fields according to

δD(C, b) = T3

2π
(dΩ(1)

2 ,0), (78)

δDC̃ = T6

2π
Ω

(1)
6 + 1

2
dΩ(1)

2 ∧ T3

2π
C. (79)

These rules follow, as explained above and inAppendix A.3, from requiring that
G̃ be invariant and thatG look like κT6Ω4 near the five-brane. Asb is purely
worldvolume data, it is natural to keep it inert under these diffeomorphisms. From
the five-brane worldvolume point of view, these transformations reduce to worldvolume
diffeomorphisms and SO(5) gauge transformations on the normal bundle as suggested
in the pull-back of the bulk tangent bundleTX|W = TW ⊕ NW. The difference
between large and small diffeomorphisms is that the former[41,42] preserve the nor-
mal bundleNW and Ω

(1)
2 is globally defined, whereas in the latter onlyδΩ3 exists

globally.
The transformation functionals are not inert under repeated diffeomorphism transforma-

tions, but instead one finds the nontrivial contribution

δ
(2)
D C̃ = T6

2π
d

(
Ω

(2)
5 + 1

2
Ω

(1)
2 ∧ dΩ(1)′

2

)
. (80)
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We conclude that iterated diffeomorphisms reduce to gauge transformationsδ
(2)
D = δG with

the parameter

Λ6 = T6

2π
d

(
Ω

(2)
5 + 1

2
Ω

(1)
2 ∧ dΩ(1)′

2

)
. (81)

Also, diffeomorphisms and gauge transformations do not commute, but

[δD, δ3] = δ6, (82)

whereΛ6 = (T3/4π)dΩ(1)
2 ∧Λ3. This shows, therefore, that the algebra(75)remains valid

also for the direct sum of transformations

δ = δD + δG (83)

of diffeomorphism and gauge transformations. The real form of this algebra is a truncation
of the algebras found in Refs.[12,43–46], which include for instanceE11 and hyperbolic
Kač–Moody algebras. The integral forms of these algebras arise in quantum string theory
in ten dimensions as U-duality.

6. Discussion

Let us start by recapitulating our results. The correct, though not manifestly gauge in-
variant action is

Sgauge = 1

κ

∫
X

1

2
G ∧ ∗G− 1

6
C ∧ G ∧ G + κT3G ∧ I7 + T6

6

∫
V7

C ∧ G + 2π
∫
V8

I8

+ T6

2

∫
W6

(
1

2
h ∧ ∗h − h ∧ ι∗C

)
− T3

∫
W3

C + T3

2

∫
W2

b. (84)

In writing the action in this form, it has to be understood thatV7 is related toW7 andW8
throughEq. (27). Using the same relation, the last terms of the first and the second line
combine to integrals overV7 as well. We choose nevertheless to leave an explicitV8 integral
here; a purely gravitational shift in the action does not change its gauge symmetry properties,
but will be significant in any future discussion of diffeomorphism symmetry and anomalies.

Two features in particular merit to be pointed out. First, there is no explicit magneticC̃

coupling. Secondly, there is a relative factor of two in the membrane tension and the world-
sheet string tension. This latter fact is related to the self-duality of the closed worldsheet
string theory.

The above action can be rewritten using essentially only Stokes’ theorem in the manifestly
gauge invariant form

Sgauge =
∫
X

1

2κ
G ∧ ∗G + T3G ∧ I7(R) −

∫
Y

1

6κ
G ∧ G ∧ G

− 1

2
T6

∫
(V8,W7)

(G ∧ G − 2κT3I8, h ∧ ι∗G)

+ T6

4

∫
W6

h ∧ ∗h + T3

∫
U4

G − T3

2

∫
U3

h. (85)
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The integration domains here are related to the physical brane worldvolumes by

∂(U4, U3) = (W3,W2), ∂(V8,W7) = (V7,W6) and ∂Y = X.

As was shown inSection 4.3this information can actually be recovered from the action
(85)as well.

We conclude that the original actionS mod 2π in Eq. (84)should be, as far as it is possible
to express in terms of standard differential forms, the physically correct coupling of brane
and bulk dynamics.

More precisely, we have found the following:

(1) We have presented a novel globally well-defined form of the action, collected inEq. (85),
thereby elucidating how five-branes should be embedded into the 11D supergravity
background. Though this action involves spurious surfaces, the standard physical branes
emerge as solutions of “topological” equations of motion. The way in which these spu-
rious surfaces appear poses restrictions on any putative 12D theory on whose boundary
M-theory could arise.

(2) We have also shown how theM-theory gauge algebra remains valid globally. This leads
to the well-known[37,40,44,47]constraints on the brane tensions

κT3T6 = 2π�, (86)

(T3)
2 = 2π�T6. (87)

This was checked inEqs. (49), (60) and (77)independently using Wu–Yang type argu-
ments, and also by requiring independence with respect to the positioning of the Dirac
surfaces.

(3) As a by-product, we derived an Abelian counterpart(39) of the Hopf–Wess–Zumino
term proposed in[29]. It arises naturally in requiring gauge invariance.

(4) We identified the five-brane charges as integrals of classes in the relative cohomol-
ogy of (X,W6). Similar conclusions were made already in Refs.[9,48] where D2-
and D0-branes in WZW models were discussed. In trying to define charges for these
Chern–Simons type systems, most previous candidates have failed to be either localised,
or quantised, or gauge invariant[49–51]. On the level of fluxes, relative cohomology
seems to provide the right classification of physical states and a resolution to these
difficulties.

6.1. No new degrees of freedom

The inclusion of Wess–Zumino terms defined onW7 ⊂ X might appear surprising, as
they do not correspond to physical M-branes. Adding these geometric objects is nevertheless
perfectly consistent with what we know aboutM-theory as long as they do not introduce
new degrees of freedom. Their “worldvolume” theories, of which we have seen only a part,
could perhaps turn out to be gravitational or topological theories in nature, whose dynamical
degrees of freedom have a holographic description on their boundary, that is to say on the
five-brane.
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As these additions are expressible purely as integrals overV7, we should now discuss the
differences of these Dirac surfaces and in particular the role that this boundaryV7 plays in
more detail.

As we have discovered, the word “boundary” may stand for many things in an analysis
involving relative cohomology. The Dirac surface here is actually the relative class(V8,W7)

and the physical brane worldvolume is the class(V7,W6). However, all the modifications
that we have actually made to the standardM-theory action in 11 dimensions involve
V7 rather than one of the pair(V8,W7). Nevertheless,V7 is just a Dirac surface for the
five-brane, but it has an interesting origin: most conspicuously, perhaps,V7 extends out of
the 11D space–timeX of M-theory, and is therefore inherently an object of a 12D theory. It
is physical in the sense that the lift of the Bianchi identity(17) to 12 dimensions, as given
in (25), involves a delta-function ontoV7, so that the five-brane worldvolume is essentially
just the dimensional reduction of this to 11 dimensions. Let us discuss next what this might
mean.

There is a final superalgebra in 12 dimensions[52] that still has 32-component spinorial
generators. This 12D superalgebra differs crucially from the 11D one in that the signature
of the metric is 10+ 2 rather than Minkowskian and that it does not contain Poincaré
generators. The absence of Poincaré generators in the rigid 12D algebra is suggestive of a
topological theory with SO(10, 2) invariance. This may suggest that the theories in 12 and
11 dimensions could be related by some form ofholography, which would pre-emptively
resolve the apparent difficulties with the appearance of new degrees of freedom.

Furthermore, the 12D superalgebra contains in particular a self-dual 6-form central
charge. It is therefore conceivable thatV7 could appear as a BPS state in that theory.12

This would be natural as the 6-form central charge reduces exactly to a five-brane charge
under (double) dimensional reduction. This reduction does not give rise to an 11D 6-form
central charge precisely because of the self-duality condition: we can always choose to work
in a basis where the 12D 6-form involves the twelfth, compact coordinate. This emphasises
further the fact that the 12D formulation does not import new degrees of freedom to the
theory, since even on the level of representations of the respective superalgebras the 5-form
and the 6-form central charges describe the same number of dynamical degrees of freedom.

6.2. Open questions

In dealing with smooth manifolds with boundaries, the boundary operator is nilpotent
∂2 = 0. Nevertheless, much of the interesting structure of 11D formulations ofM-theory
is related to the Hǒrava–Witten boundaries ofX, which we have not addressed here at
all. They could be included in the discussion replacing, in principle, smooth manifolds
with manifolds with edges and vertices. This would take us into the realm of extended
topological quantum field theory, possibly along the lines of Ref.[54]. An early indication
of this is perhaps the fact that we could think of the five-brane worldvolume as the edge in

12 Because of the signature, the treatment of BPS states would need a more thorough analysis, so here we restrict
the discussion just to dimension counting. In Ref.[53] it was argued that the BPS states would be F3- and F7-branes
instead; perhaps we should think ofU4 andV8 as the Dirac surfaces that make contact with the (yet unknown)
dynamics in 12 dimensions.
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the manifoldW7 − V7 sketched inFig. 2, thus avoiding the need to assume that the “Dirac
surface for Dirac surfaces”V8 exist.

Diffeomorphism symmetry and its violations by five-brane solutions play a pivotal
role in anomaly cancellation. Analysing this requires understanding fully the behaviour
of the C-field solution near a five-brane worldvolume[20]. In addressing these issues,
Wess–Zumino terms built out of worldvolume scalars are crucial[55]. Another interest-
ing question is when exactly are the extensions of worldvolume fields to Dirac surfaces
obstructed. In the case of the worldvolume fieldh this issue can be settled using Hodge
decomposition, but it becomes more subtle in the case of the worldvolume scalars.

A formulation of the theory in terms of nondynamical Dirac surfaces may involve higher
dimensional physical states, such as BPS states, as long as these states reduce to the same
number of physical states as that expected in the original lower dimensional formulation of
the theory. The problem is then to find a mechanism to guarantee that this always happens.
As was pointed out inSection 3.2and in[29], the term

∫
C ∧ G on a classical solution

calculates the winding number ofV7 onS4. An obvious candidate for the holographic dual
of the five-brane worldvolume theory onV7 could therefore be a topological quantum field
theory based on the groupπ7(S

4) = Z ⊕ Z12. The idea of formulatingM-theory as a
holographical theory has surfaced earlier in a different context, for instance in[56].
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Appendix A.

A.1. Currents and delta-functions

Given a subsurfaceΣ without boundary, i.e. a cycle in the homology of a surfaceM,
Poincaré dualityproduces a differential formδM(Σ) in the (compact) cohomology on the
surface, such that all integrals overΣ can be converted into integrals overM∫

Σ

ω =
∫
M

ω ∧ δM(Σ). (A.1)

As we are dealing with subsurfaces with boundaries, we need a more general construction.
Representatives of the “delta-functions”δ(W6) can be explicitly written down given the

embedding of the brane worldvolumeW6 into the space–time in parallel, or physical, gauge
X(σ)i = σi for i = 0, . . . ,5. ThenXµ for µ = 6, . . . ,10 are the normal coordinates and
we have

δ(W6) = δ(X6)dX6 ∧ · · · ∧ δ(X10)dX10. (A.2)
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Theδ’s on the left are now the standard Dirac delta-functions in one dimension; the notation
on the left indicates that the whole object is a differential form with rank equalling the
codimension of the brane; it can therefore be equated to Bianchi identities in form field
notation.

In a similar vein we can also describe surfaces with boundaries: if the five-brane world-
volume is a boundary of a seven-surfaceW7 located atX6 = 0, we can describe it using

δ(W7) = −ϑ(X6)δ(X7)dX7 ∧ · · · ∧ δ(X10)dX10, (A.3)

where the Heaviside theta-functionϑ equals 1 on non-negative arguments and vanishes
otherwise. This also ensures that the general formula dδ(Wp) = (−1)pδ(∂Wp) applies, as
required by Stokes’ theorem.

The situation is slightly more complicated if the space–time itself has a boundary. In
particular, considering∂Y = X we see again by Stokes’ formula

δY (∂Wp) = (−)p dδY (Wp) + δY (Wp) ∧ δY (X). (A.4)

In studying the various Dirac surfaces we need to lift delta-functions fromX to Y . This
involves the inclusion

ι : X ↪→ Y. (A.5)

Given that∂W7 = W6 andW7 ⊂ X, we can always find similarly a subsurfaceV7 such that
∂V7 = X ∩ V7 = W6 andV7 ⊂ Y ; then one has

δX(W6) = −dδX(W7), (A.6)

δX(W6) = +ι∗δY (V7). (A.7)

It follows then that:

δX(W7) = +ι∗δY (V8) (A.8)

and that the boundary ofV8 can be reconstructed by gluingW7 andV7 together along their
common boundaryW6, with the orientation ofV7 inverted: we denote this operation by

W7 − V7 = ∂V8. (A.9)

This leads us to the formalism of relative cohomology, cf.Appendix A.4; we observe that
all of this can be summarised in the statement

∂(V8,W7) = (V7,W6). (A.10)

In the text we have freely calculated sums of subsurfaces multiplied with real numbers as
is usual in real homology. Ifα, β ∈ R, expressions likeαW3 + βU3 occur in integrals or
delta-functions and refer to operations such as∫

αW3+βU3

ω ≡ α

∫
W3

ω + β

∫
U3

ω. (A.11)
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A.2. Chern–Simons functionals

Chern–Simons functionals on odd-dimensional surfacesM assign a phase inR/2πZ

to gauge fields. Let us considering an Abeliann-form gauge fieldA for instance: given a
bounding surfaceN such thatM = ∂N we can look at integrals of invariant polynomials
of the curvatureF = dA, such as

2π

n!

∫
N

F∧n. (A.12)

Locally these functionals can be put in the form

2π

n!

∫
M

A ∧ F∧n−1 (A.13)

using the Bianchi identity dF = 0. The ambiguity in the choice of the surfaceN under
redefinitions differing by addition of a closed surface gives rise to a quantisation condition

F ∈ H∗(X,Z). (A.14)

In this paper, we have been particularly interested in situations where a connectionA with
curvatureF = dA is well defined only outside a fixed singular locusW . In particular, we
assume

dF = δ(W) ∈ H∗
c (M) (A.15)

in the compact cohomology of the space–time surfaceM. We can still define Chern–Simons
functionals by gauge invariant expressions of the type(A.12), even though they can no more
be put into the form(A.13). To do this, we would need to modify the theory by adding source
terms on the singular locusW .

We may nevertheless continue to consider the traditional Chern–Simons terms on a
specific class of surfacesM − W that allow a bounding surfaceN such thatδW has no
support on it. In this case the quantisation condition is

F ∈ H∗(X − W,Z). (A.16)

A more formal way of studying this “punctured” cohomologyH∗(X − W) is actually in
terms of therelative cohomologyH∗(X,W), cf. Appendix A.4. This is also where field
theory considerations naturally lead. If we thickenW to a small tubular neighbourhood of
the actual brane worldvolume, the excision axiom of homology states that this homology
theory is insensitive to the structure of the brane worldvolumeW itself: it only sees the
surface with the brane worldvolume removed from it, with a small tubular neighbourhood,
essentiallyH∗(X − W).13

Let us consider, more concretely, the case whereW is a brane worldvolume of codimen-
sionn + 1. Then, a nontrivialF can only be an integer multiple of the volume form of the

13 To put this in a more precise manner, if the tubular neighbourhood is a disc bundleDn+1W → W , and its
boundary defines a sphere bundleSnW → W , then it is true thatH∗(X, closure(Dn+1W)) � H∗(X−Dn+1, SnW).
This is not quite the cohomology ofX − W or X − Dn+1W , but rather the cohomology of the relative pair of the
surface minus the tubular neighbourhoodX − Dn+1 and the boundary of the tubular neighbourhoodSnW . This
essentially amounts to removing the surfaceW from the space–timeX.
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transverse sphereSn, i.e., the generator ofHn(X − W,Z). This means that the gauge field
A cannot be well defined onW . We may decompose it locally into singular and the smooth
parts

C = Ωn−1 + Ĉ, (A.17)

where dΩn−1 = Ωn = Vol(Sn)andĈ is well defined nearW . It turns out thatΩn ∼ ∗dρn−1,
whereρ is the transverse distance fromW and∗ is the Hodge star in the transverse space.
For the standard Dirac monopole, we haveF = d cosϑ ∧ dϕ/4π andA = cosϑ ∧ dϕ/4π,
for instance. The coordinate systemϑ, ϕ is not defined at the origin,W = {�0} ∈ R

3, where
the monopole lies.

These ideas can be formalised in terms of Chern kernels[57] to some extent. We can think
of the brane-charge ofW then as theresidueof the curvature of the singular connectionC.

A.3. Volume forms

Any closed differential formΩn, dΩn = 0 can be locally expressed in terms of a potential
Ωn = dΩn−1. Any changeδΩn−1 in the choice of the representative of the local potential
must be closedδΩn−1 = dΩ(1)

n−2. More generally, repeated changes of representatives

(gauge transformations) give rise to a ladderδΩn−k = dΩ(k)
n−k−1.

Let us consider the case of an isolated, though not necessarily trivially embedded five-
brane. We can always parameterise its worldvolume by local coordinatesσi, i = 0, . . . ,5;
close to the brane worldvolume there also always exists a good system of local transverse
coordinatesya [58]. If the brane worldvolume is nontrivially embedded, its normal bundle
will have curvature. This can be expressed by giving a covariant connectionDA with field
strengthFA. It acts on sectionsφa of the bundle as

DAφ
a(σ) ≡ dσi[∂iφ

a(σ) + Ai(σ)
abφb(σ)]. (A.18)

The volume form of the transverse four-sphereΩ4 can now be expressed in the local
coordinate system(σi, ya) as[20]

Ω4 = 1

64π2
εa1a2a3a4a5(DAŷ

a1 ∧ DAŷ
a2 ∧ DAŷ

a3 ∧ DAŷ
a4

+ 2Fa1a2
A ∧ DAŷ

a3 ∧ DAŷ
a4 + F

a1a2
A ∧ F

a3a4
A )ŷa5, (A.19)

whereŷa = ya|y|−1 is the unit normal vector. It has a local potentialΩ4 = dΩ3, which in
diffeomorphisms ofX changes by a locally exact termδΩ3 = dΩ(1)

2 .14

The volume formΩ4 is obviously ill-defined on the brane worldvolume. Nevertheless,
it is sufficient to the purposes of the present paper to choose the formal convention that

ι∗Ω4 = 0. (A.20)

After all, the formΩ4 is proportional to differentials of transverse coordinates. This sim-
plification means that we will have to postpone the discussion of diffeomorphisms and
anomaly cancellation to further work.

14 See Ref.[20] for explicit expressions.
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A.4. Relative cohomology

We have organised the structure of the theory naturally in terms of the relative (co)homo-
logy of the 11D surfaceX with respect to the five-brane’s worldvolumeW6. This means that
the natural objects to consider in homology are not, necessarily, closed subsurfaces ofX, but
rather such surfacesΣk ⊂ X that may have a boundary inside the five-brane worldvolume
∂Σk = σk−1 ⊂ W6. As an integrability condition one has to impose∂σk−1 = 0. Such pairs
(Σk, σk−1) are representatives of a class in the relative homology15 groupHk(X,W6; Z).
The boundary operator acts as

∂(Σk, σk−1) ≡ (σk−1 − ∂Σk, ∂σk−1). (A.21)

More geometrically this means that we simply choose to neglect whatever topology the
five-brane worldvolume might support, as if contracting the five-brane worldvolume to a
point.

The dual of this construction is the relative cohomology ofX with respect toW6: there
we consider pairs of forms(Ωk, ωk−1) ∈ Hk(X,W6; Z) that satisfy

dΩk = 0, (A.22)

ι∗Ωk − dωk−1 = 0, (A.23)

whereι∗ is the pull-back by the inclusionι : W6 ↪→ X. This means that the closed forms that
we see in the bulk should be cohomologically trivial when pulled back onto the five-brane
worldvolume. The nilpotent coboundary operator of this cohomology acts as

d(Ωk, ωk−1) ≡ (dΩk, ι
∗ωk − dωk−1). (A.24)

Finally, there is a natural pairing of homology with cohomology:∫
(Σk,σk−1)

(Ωk, ωk−1) =
∫
Σk

Ωk −
∫
σk−1

ωk−1. (A.25)

This paring is naturally invariant under a change in the representative of the (co)homology
class, as can be easily seen by shifting either one of the classes by an exact term. Stokes’
formula acquires an extra sign with these conventions.

The long exact sequence of relative cohomology

ι∗→Hk−1(W6)
j∗
→Hk(X,W6)

p∗
→Hk(X)

ι∗→Hk(W6)
j∗
→, (A.26)

where the mappings are the coboundary mapj∗ωk−1 = (0, ωk−1), the obvious projection
p∗(Ωk, ωk−1) = Ωk andι : W6 ↪→ X, guarantees that we can naturally transport terms from
one cohomology group to another, and that their integrality properties are thus preserved.
This will be important in finding relations between charge lattices. There is a similar long
exact sequence in homology

j∗→Hk(W6)
ι∗→Hk(X)

p∗→Hk(X,W6)
j∗→Hk−1(W6)

ι∗→ (A.27)

with ι∗ the inclusion,p∗Σk = (Σk,0), andj∗(Σk, σk−1) = σk−1.

15 For an introduction to relative (co)homology we refer to textbooks on topology such us Refs.[59,60]. For an
application to string theory, see[9].
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A.5. Gravitational corrections

The 11D supergravity action[19] gets higher derivative corrections. Of these, the one
relevant to our present discussion is

Scorr = T3

∫
X

C ∧ I8(R).

This correction has been found from T-duality considerations in Ref.[36], and is given by

I8(R) = 1

4!8
(p2

1 − 4p2) = 1

192(2π)4

(
tr R4 − 1

4
(tr R2)2

)
. (A.28)

The Riemann curvatureR is seen here as anso(8)-valued 2-form.
This correction can straightforwardly be incorporated in the analysis of this paper by

redefining the magnetic field strength as

G̃ ≡ dC̃ + 1
2C ∧ G − κT3I7, (A.29)

usingI8 = dI7. This correction will give rise to membrane tadpoles[39], which have to be
cancelled in the absence of other sources. Therefore, consistent backgrounds must satisfy

T3

48
(λ2 − p2) ∈ H8(X,Z), (A.30)

usingλ = p1/2 as in Ref.[39]. If we evaluate this on an eight-surfaceM ⊂ X that supports
nowhere-vanishing spinors then[61]

1

48

∫
M

λ2 − p2 = ∓χ(M)

24
, (A.31)

whereχ is the Euler characteristic. This depends on the representation of the nowhere-
vanishing spinor: the minus (resp. plus) sign corresponds to the assumption that the nowhere-
vanishing spinor be in the8s (resp.8c) representation of Spin(8).

There is also a shifted integrality condition[39][
T3

G

2π

]
− λ

2
∈ H4(X,Z) (A.32)

in the absence of five-brane sources. This follows from considerations involvingE8 bundles
on Hǒrava–Witten boundaries[5,6].
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